Natural origin hydroxyapatite scaffold as potential bone tissue engineering substitute
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A B S T R A C T
Fish scales derived natural hydroxyapatite (FS-HAp) scaffolds were prepared through solvent casting technique, which could mimic the structure of cortical and cancellous bone tissues of body system. The hydroxyapatite (HAp) biomaterial was synthesized by thermal decomposition of chemically treated fish scales. Fabricated scaffolds were characterized through morphological analysis, volumetric shrinkage, mechanical tests, and in vitro, in vivo biological studies. The projected scaffolds successfully mimic the cancellous/cortical bone system in terms of structure, porosity, mechanical strength, and exhibit excellent bioactive behavior. The FS-HAp scaffolds manifest good mechanical behaviors with Vickers hardness (HV) of ~0.78 GPa, 0.52 GPa compressive stress, 190 MPa tensile stress and ~35% porosity on sintering at 1200 °C. In vitro and in vivo studies suggest these nontoxic HAp scaffolds graft with osteoconductive support, facilitating new cell growth on the developed scaffold surface. The graded grafts have a great potential for application as traumatized tissue augmentation substitute, and ideal for load-bearing bone applications.

1. Introduction

Musculoskeletal systems are becoming a major health concern for ageing population, congenital musculoskeletal disorder patients and accidental injuries. In human body system, bone is the second mostly implanted tissue after blood [1,2]. The use of bone grafts to treat, replace, or augment skeletal injuries and fractured bones was established by a great number of bone grafting scaffolds available at present. However, the exact combination of mechanically stable, bioactive, low cost scaffold materials required for these applications is still under investigation. Available biomaterials are of high cost due to their expensive synthetic routes or precursor chemicals. Moreover, their bioactivity is a major concern due to rejections in body system. Although the research in scaffold materials for hard tissue replacement had a huge success at laboratory scale during the last two decades, it is still thriving to get success in medical applications.

The major components of human bones are collagen and a substituted HAp (a natural bio-ceramic found in teeth). In human skeletal system, HAp is the most important thermodynamically stable calcium phosphate inorganic component in physiological condition. Potential applications of HAp include drug delivery, chromatography, catalyst, adsorptive matrix, bone tissue engineering [3]. The key advantages of synthetic HAp are its biocompatibility, deliberate biodegradability in physiological conditions with good osteoconductive and osteoinductive capabilities [4]. Taniguchi et al. demonstrated that sintered HAp exhibits excellent biocompatibility with soft tissues including skin, muscle and gums [5]. Synthetic HAp has also been widely used to repair hard tissues such as bone, bone augmentation, coating of implants or fillers for bone and teeth augmentation. The low mechanical strength of pure HAp ceramics is the only disadvantage for their application as load-bearing scaffold. Recent advances in science and technology of biomaterial synthesis and scaffold development have reignited the interest for HAp associated bone tissue engineering applications. This interdisciplinary engineering has concerned much attention as a new therapeutic means that may overcome the problems involved in the contemporary artificial prosthesis transplantation. Diverse synthetic routes such as wet chemical precipitation, sol-gel, hydrothermal synthesis, thermal decomposition, pyrolysis, sonochemical, mechaenochemical, and biogenic sources have been applied [6,7] for HAp synthesis. Vats and coworkers performed clinical studies of different scaffold materials for tissue engineering applications [8]. Hollister et al. worked on the optimization of design and fabrication of scaffolds to mimic tissue properties for their successful biological applications [9]. Johnson et al. [10] studied and reviewed the compressive, flexural and tensile properties of calcium phosphate (CaP) and CaP-polymer composites for applications in bone substitution.
and repair. Appleford et al. performed in situ studies of HAp scaffolds for bone tissue repair [11]. On the other hand, Tran et al. [12] demonstrated improved in vitro and in vivo osteoblast functions such as adhesion, proliferation, and synthesis of bone-related proteins and deposition of calcium containing minerals on nanostructured metals, ceramics, polymers, and composites.

In the present work, we adopted a new approach for developing strong, macro porous scaffolds from synthesized FS-HAp. Fish scales consist mainly of collagen proteins, connective tissue proteins and HAp crystals [13]. The process of extraction of HAp crystals are well documented in our previous article [14]. HAp powders were also synthesized by wet chemical precipitation, using calcium nitrate and diammonium hydrogen phosphate as precursor chemicals. The synthesized HAp powders were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD), Fourier transformed infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) techniques. Synthesized HAp powders were utilized to develop porous scaffolds through solvent casting. Porosity and mechanical properties of the fabricated HAp scaffolds were associated to their good biological activities. With ∼35% maximum porosity, the sintered FS-HAp scaffolds posses compressive strength of ∼0.52 GPa, hardness of ∼0.78 GPa and ∼190 MPa tensile strength, which are within the range of cancellous bones. A new graft composition is developed, that could be a promising macro porous scaffold material to support in situ traumatized bone tissue. Compared to conventional bone tissue engineering scaffold materials, the new apatite scaffolds facilitate implant fixation and tissue ingrowth in hard tissue replacement applications. The results obtained on mechanical properties, cell culturing and in situ bone growth over these scaffold materials indicate their possible use as future bone prosthetic implants.

2. Experimental procedure

2.1. Synthesis of hydroxyapatite from fish scale

Tilapia fish (Oreochromis mossambicus) scales were collected and washed with tap water to remove attached undesired particles. To remove external hyaluronic acid and proteins, the initially washed scales were treated with 1 (N) NaOH (Sigma Aldrich) solution (2:1, v/w, NaOH Solution/fish scale) for 24 h at room temperature (25 ± 3 °C). The filtered fish scales are washed thoroughly with distilled water and dried at 50 °C in hot air oven for 6 h. Treated fish scales were calcined at 1200 °C for 2 h in air to obtain HAp bio-ceramics [15].

2.2. Synthesis of hydroxyapatite through chemical precipitation

Synthetic hydroxyapatite (SYN-HAp) powder was prepared by solution-precipitation method using calcium nitrate tetrahydrate [Ca(NO3)2·4H2O (Sigma Aldrich)] and di ammonium hydrogen phosphate [[(NH4)2HPO4 (Sigma Aldrich)] as starting materials and ammonia solution [(NH4OH, 28%) (Sigma Aldrich)] as precipitating agent [16].

A suspension of 0.24 M Ca(NO3)2·4H2O [23.61 g Ca (NO3)2·4H2O in 350 mL deionized water (18.2 Ω at 25 °C temperature)] was vigorously stirred at 40 °C. The pH of the solution was adjusted to 11.0 by adding drop-wise ammonia solution. Next another solution of 0.29 M (NH4)2HPO4 [(7.92 g (NH4)2HPO4 in 250 mL deionized water (18.2 Ω at 25 °C temperature)] was prepared. At 40 °C temperature freshly prepared 0.29 M diammonium hydrogen phosphate solution was added drop-wise to the Ca (NO3)2·4H2O solution. The transparent calcium nitrate solution became milky white in colour as the formation of HAp nanoparticles in the solution. The following reaction could be expressed as:

$$10\text{Ca(NO}_3\text{)}_2 \cdot 4\text{H}_2\text{O} + 6(\text{NH}_4\text{)}_2\text{HPO}_4 + 8\text{NH}_4\text{OH} \rightarrow \text{Ca}_10(\text{PO}_4)_6(\text{OH})_2 + 20\text{NH}_4\text{NO}_3 + 20\text{H}_2\text{O}$$

The white precipitate was removed from the reaction solution by centrifugation at 5000 rpm for 6 min and dried at 80 °C. Obtained SYN-HAp powder was calcined in air at 1200 °C for 2 h.

2.3. Scaffold development

Solvent casting technique was employed to prepare porous HAp scaffolds (Fig. 1). First of all, 50 mL of 2% aqueous starch solution was prepared and synthesized HAp powders (either FS-HAp for FS-HAp scaffold or SYN-HAp for SYN-HAp scaffold) were added in steps to attain the desirable solids with 55 vol% loading. Insoluble starch (1 g) was added as porogen in this mixture. Next monomer, methacrylamide (MAM) 2.5 mL and cross-linker methylene bisacrylamide (MBAM) 0.5 mL was added. To initiate the chemical reactions 1 μL/g of slurries of ammonium persulphate (10% APS) was used. The total mixture of solutions and powders were mixed in rotary mixing machines for six (6) hours at 300 rpm speed. Finally, 0.5 μL/g of slurries and tetramethyl ethylenediamine (TEMED) were added to the mixture, which served as catalyst [17]. During mixing, some bubbles were formed in the slurry, and to avoid such uncontrolled bubble formation, octanol was used as de-foaming agent. The prepared slurry was finally casted into the desired mould and dried at controlled humidity at 50 °C for 48 h. After complete drying, the green bodies were removed from the mould and after measuring their sizes (diameter, width and height); they were sintered at 1200 °C temperature for 2 h in air atmosphere. After sintering, these scaffolds were tested to determine their shrinkage percentage. The same technique was employed for chemically synthesized HAp powder to prepare porous scaffolds.

3. Characterization

3.1. Characterization of HAp Powders

The calcined HAp powders were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5405 Å) of a Bruker D8 Discover diffractometer, operating at 30 keV and 25 mA. FTIR analysis (PerkinElmer Spotlight 400 FT-IR) of the samples was performed in the 4000–400 cm−1 range to determine the functional groups present on their surface. Field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM, SUPRA 40, CARLZEISSMM, Oxford) and energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) analysis were performed to determine the morphology and composition of the samples, as well as to observe the pores developed in the scaffolds.

3.2. Mechanical characterizations of scaffold

3.2.1. Hardness

The Vickers test, a square-based pyramidal diamond indent was used, whose opposite sides met at the apex at an angle of 136° [18]. The diamond indent was pressed over the surface of the material at loads ranging up to approximately 0.5 Kgf. The size of the impression (maximum 0.5 mm) was measured with the aid of Wilson Vickers hardness testing machine.

The Vickers Hardness (HV) was calculated using the formula:

$$HV = \frac{F}{A} = \frac{1.8544F}{d^2}$$

where A is the surface area of resulting indentation in μm², d = the average length of the diagonal left by the indenter in μm, F = applied force in Kgf. Fully polished HAp samples with smooth
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reflecting surfaces were used for hardness study. The load used in the experiment was 0.5 kgf.

3.2.2. Compressive stress

The Compressive stress determination is an important criterion for bone fracture study [19]. The most common reasons for fractures are caused due to the compression type trauma. The utmost withstand capability of developed HAp scaffold may primarily important to determine the scaffold strength and it will helps to improve scaffold quality. All the samples for compressive tests are carried out by Instron Universal Testing Machine at a temperature of 25 ± 3 °C, and with relative humidity of 50 ± 5 RH. The samples L/D ratio are between 4 and 6. Loads are applied on the compressive stress testing specimen with a speed rate of 0.2 mm/s.

3.2.3. Tensile stress

Properties of scaffold materials are usually expressed in terms of the stress–strain relationship of the material. The strength of a material is the breaking or ultimate strength under different modes of loading, such as tension, compression, torsion, or bending. The amount of energy liberated or absorbed during a tensile test is defined as the integral of the force and the displacement [19,20]. All the samples tensile tests are carried out by Instron Universal Testing Machine at a temperature of 25 ± 3 °C, and with relative humidity of 50 ± 5 RH. Force is applied on the tensile testing specimen with a speed rate of 0.2 mm/s.

3.2.4. Porosity

Porosity is a morphological property, which can be defined as the percentage of void space in solid samples [27]. The surface areas of porous bodies are much higher, which provide a good mechanical fixation on the surface, which allows chemical bonding and activity between the HAp scaffold and bones. A porous material may have both closed (isolated) pores and open (interconnected) pores. The interconnected pores look like tunnels and are accessible by biological fluids, gases and nutrients [28]. Pore interconnection provides the ways for cell distribution and migration which allows an efficient in vivo blood vessel formation. In this experimental study, porosity of HAp was measured by applying Archimedes’ Principle.

\[
\text{Dry weight of the samples} = W_d \\
\text{Soaked weight of the samples} = W_s \\
\text{Suspended weight of the samples} = W_d
\]

\[
\text{% Apparent Porosity} = \frac{W_d - W_s}{W_d} \times 100
\]

3.3. Biological study of HAp powders and scaffolds

3.3.1. In vitro study (MTT Assay) of HAp powders

This colorimetric assay measures the reduction of yellow 3-(4, 5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2, 5-diphenyl tetrazolium bromide (MTT) by mitochondrial succinate dehydrogenase. The MTT enters the cells and passes into the mitochondria where it is reduced to an insoluble, coloured (dark purple) formazan product [21]. The conversion of MTT to formazan for FS-HAp and SYN-HAp is depicted in Fig. 5. The cells are then solubilised with an organic solvent (e.g. isopropanol) and the released, solubilised formazan reagent is measured spectrophotometrically. Since the reduction of MTT can only occur in metabolically active cells, the measurement of formazan represents the viability of the cells.

To perform the MTT [(3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium-bromide)] assay, MG63 cell lines were seeded in 96 multi-well plates, at a 10^4 cell/cm² density in 100 µL of growth medium. After 24 h, the cells were exposed to the Fish scale derived HAp (FS-HAp) and chemically synthesized HAp (SYN-HAp) at a final concentration of 200 µg/mL for a period of 24, 48 and 72 h at 37 °C and 5% CO2 atmosphere. Commercially purchased HAp was used as control in MTT assay study. After each incubation
time, the cells were incubated with 10 μL of a 0.5 mg/mL MTT solution for 4 h in the incubator. By the end of this period, the medium was removed and the produced formazan crystals were dissolved in 100 μL dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) [22]. The concentration of the coloured formazan was measured at 570 nm in a scanning multi-detection spectrophotometer micro plate reader (Biorad, USA). All the experiments were performed in triplicate. Cytotoxicity was expressed as a percentage of cell viability considering 100% viability in the control (cells treated with 1% DMSO in culture medium) using the relation:

\[
\text{The percentage of cell viable} = \frac{\text{Absorbance of treated cells}}{\text{Absorbance of controlled cells}} \times 100\%
\]

3.3.2. In vivo study of scaffold (implantation in rabbit model)

In the present study, all the animals (albino rabbit) were handled humanely, without making pain or distress, with due care for their welfare. Animals care and management were in complying with the regulations of the Committee for the Purpose of Control and Supervision of Experimental Animals (CPCSEA), Govt. of India. Institutional Animal Ethics Committee’s approval was taken before initiating experiments with animals.

The implantation procedure was carried out under clean and aseptic conditions. Rabbits were anaesthetized using atropine (0.15 mg/kg), ketamine (90 mg/kg)+xylaxin (5 mg/kg body weight). The skins of anaesthetized rabbits were lightly swabbed with 70% alcohol, followed by betadine solution. The cortex region of femur was exposed and three holes of 2.0 mm size were drilled using low speed drill with profuse irrigation with saline. Three test materials (FS-HAp, SYN-HAp and control HAp) were implanted on the left leg femur bone and the wounds were closed by stitches. After the surgical procedure, all the animals were given post-operative care. The study was conducted in 8 rabbits, 4 animals for 1 week and 4 animals for 4 weeks. The body weight of all the animals was above 2 kg. At the end of the implantation period, the animals were euthanized by an overdose of anaesthetic agent. The test and the control implant materials along with the femur bone were collected. The sites of implantations were macroscopically examined for any evidence of tissue reaction. The collected test and control implanted materials along with femur bone were then fixed in 10% buffered formalin and were subjected to histopathological evaluation.

4. Results and discussions

4.1. HAp powders

4.1.1. XRD

XRD spectra of the HAp powders (FS-HAp and SYN-HAp) were compared with the standard JCPDS (# 00-024-0033) data of pure HAp (Fig. 2a). Sharp peaks appeared in the XRD patterns of the calcined HAp powders revealed their good crystallinity. Well-resolved characteristic peak of highest intensity was obtained at 2θ value of 31.77°, corresponding to (211) planes of HAp [13]. The average grain size of the HAp particles was estimated using Debye Scherer’s relation over the most intense (002) peak:

\[
D = 0.9 \lambda / \beta \cos \theta
\]

where, D represents average grain size, β stands for full width at half maximum of the peak, λ is the diffraction wavelength (0.154059 nm) and θ is the diffraction angle. The average crystallite size of the calcined HAp samples synthesized from fish scales and chemical route were 78.3 and 68.38 nm, respectively.

4.1.2. FTIR

The formation of apatite phase in FS-HAp and SYN-HAp powders was further confirmed by FTIR analysis (Fig. 2b). The FTIR spectra revealed a broad band centered in-between 1000 and 1100 cm⁻¹ associated to the P-O bond of phosphate group. The major peaks at ~1028 and ~1088 cm⁻¹ could be identified as symmetric n3 vibration of PO4 group, which are the most intense peaks among the phosphate vibration modes. The other bands appeared around 965 and 560–650 cm⁻¹ are the n1 and n4 symmetric P–O stretching vibrations of PO4 group, respectively [23]. The distinguishable splitting of n4 vibration mode of PO4 group was revealed in the FTIR band at ~596 and ~600 cm⁻¹. Appearance of these peaks in the FTIR spectra indicates the low site symmetry of molecules at two sites of the phosphate group in the HAp lattice. The bands assigned to the stretching mode of hydroxyl groups (O–H) in the HAp were observed at around 3567 cm⁻¹ for both FS-HAp and SYN-HAp samples [24,25]. Appearance of sharp peaks associated to stretching vibration in the investigated samples indicates the formation of crystalline HAp.

4.1.3. SEM and EDS

Formation of well-dispersed, nearly spherical HAp nanoparticles can be observed in the SEM image presented in Fig. 3. The average particle size of FS-HAp and SYN-HAp powders determined

![Fig. 2. (a) XRD and (b) FTIR analysis of synthesized FS-HAp powder.](image-url)
from these micrographs were ~182 nm and ~106 nm, respectively. Ca/P atomic ratios in the synthesized FS-HAp and SYN-HAp powders determined through EDS analysis were 1.61 and 1.65, respectively.

In this study, we used three different types of scaffold for hardness, compressive stress and tensile stress analysis. Use of three different types of mould produced scaffolds of three different shapes. ASTM F2883-11 standards were followed for the characterization of ceramic and mineral-based scaffolds used for tissue-engineered medical products (TEMps) and as devices for surgical implant applications [26]. For Hardness testing, small HAp pellet scaffolds of 12 mm diameter and 6 mm height were prepared. The compressive strength scaffold was of cylindrical shape, with a diameter of 3 cm and 2.5 cm height. For tensile stress measurement, a dumbbell shaped specimen of 12 mm thick, 20 mm wide and 16.5 cm long gauge section was prepared (Fig. 4).

4.2. Mechanical characterizations and properties of developed scaffolds

The FS-HAp and SYN-HAp powders were utilized for porous HAp scaffold development by solvent casting method. The developed scaffolds were sintered in air at different temperatures in between 800 and 1400 °C for one h, and studied further to determine their mechanical stability and biological responses.

4.2.1. Hardness

The hardness value significantly increases with increase in sintering temperature (Fig. 5). The rate of increase in hardness depends on the nature of material. Initially, on sintering at 800 °C, FS-HAp and SYN-HAp shows ~0.78 GPa and ~0.76 GPa hardness, respectively. On increasing the sintering temperature to 1200 °C, there is subsequent increase in hardness for all the HAp scaffolds. The hardness of 1200 °C sintered FS-HAp and SYN-HAp scaffolds were estimated to be 1.09 GPa and 1.03 GPa, respectively. On increasing the sintering temperature up to 1300 °C, the hardness of FS-HAp and SYN-HAp scaffold increased to ~1.29 GPa and ~1.28 GPa, respectively. The hardness value of FS-HAp and SYN-HAp scaffolds increased and remained almost same (~1.30 GPa) on sintering at 1400 °C. As can be seen from Fig. 5, on sintering beyond 1200 °C, the hardness of FS-HAp and SYN-HAp scaffolds do not increase proportionately. Moreover, the hardness of both the samples turn out to be same. This may be due to slow decomposition of carbonated FS-HAp at higher sintering temperatures, leading its morphology same as the morphology of SYN-HAp scaffolds.

4.2.2. Tensile stress

The tensile strength of all the scaffolds increased with the increase of sintering temperature. The FS-HAp scaffold showed better tensile strength of approximately ~190 MPa at 1200 °C temperature compared to SYN-HAp scaffold (~182 MPa). The FS-HAp scaffold shows highest tensile strength of about ~195 MPa at 1400 °C (Fig. 5). However, the tensile strength of the fabricated scaffolds did not increase further on increasing the sintering temperature beyond 1250 °C. Therefore, a sintering temperature in between 1200 and 1250 °C seems optimum for fabricating HAp scaffolds.

4.2.3. Compressive stress

The rate of increasing compressive stress depends upon the properties of materials and processing temperature (Fig. 5). The maximum compressive stress was recorded for FS-HAp scaffold sintered at 1200 °C. After sintering at 1200 °C, the compressive stresses of FS-HAp and SYN-HAp were estimated to be ~520 MPa and ~507 MPa, respectively. The ultimate compressive strength of the developed FS-HAp scaffold had reached up to ~560 MPa at higher sintering temperature, which is almost similar to the compressive stress of SYN-HAp scaffold (~564 MPa). For sintering above 1200 °C, the compressive stress value of SYN-HAp scaffold
was a little higher than that of FS-HAp scaffold. This might be due to the decomposition of FS-HAp at higher sintering temperature leading to a morphological change of FS-HAp particles. The experimental tensile and compressive behaviors of the developed scaffolds were compared with the mechanical data of different bone species and biomaterials reported in the literature, and presented in Table 1.

4.2.4. Porosity

The sintered HAp scaffold surfaces revealed porous structures with interconnected network. The microstructural study of the solvent casted sintered scaffolds showed noticeable porosity of ~30–35%, which could be useful for biomedical applications as fillers or scaffolds. The SEM analysis also shows porous structure on developed HAp scaffold surface. The morphology of the synthesized HAp nanoparticles is totally different with developed scaffold surface. In the scaffold materials all the particles are fused due to sintering at higher temperature and make porous structure due to the melting and evaporation of porogens.

4.2.5. Shrinkage

Shrinkage occurs when a sample contains lots of water or evaporative agents. Due to evaporation, the unoccupied space is filled by surrounding materials, causing shrinkage. Evaporation induced shrinkage along with grain boundary merging have been observed due to sintering. Evaporation induced shrinkage might also produce major defects in scaffolds along with shape deformation [29]. To prevent shrinkage in our developed scaffolds, we always maintain a good solid loading and optimum porogen ratio. In our study, the scaffolds made of FS-HAp particles exhibited very low shrinkage (3.15% at 1200 °C) in comparison with the scaffolds made of chemically synthesized HAp particles (5.41% at 1200 °C).

4.3. Biological evaluations

4.3.1. MTT Assay

MTT assay results (Fig. 6) suggest that some of HAp particles have inhibitory effect on the growth of the cells compared to the control. FS-HAp particle containing culture shows almost similar viability as that of control cell lines. The study was performed up to 72 h and spectrometric study was performed after every 24 h interval. In day 1, the control cell line shows maximum proliferation of cells. FS-HAp and SYN-HAp shows almost similar viability but much less than control. This might have occurred due to the presence of irregular shaped HAp particles, which obstacles the proliferation of new cells.
4.3.2. Histological analysis

The microscopic view of the sample (FS-HAp scaffold) clearly indicates the healing regions. Operated areas are being recovered by healing new cells as cell infiltration on materials was observed. Deeply stained region may conclude the presence of pre-osteoblast cells because this type of cells consists of mono nucleus with prominent nucleoli. In some regions, new cell linings appeared, which might be the result of osteoconduction. New bone cell formation in traumatized regions shows good bio-affinity and osteoconductive characteristics of FS-HAp biomaterial (Yellow arrow in Fig. 7(a)). In case of SYN-HAp scaffold implantation, cell infiltration occurs in the healing region but the rate of recovery is low. In respect with FS-HAp the osteo-integration property of SYN-HAp is very poor (Yellow arrow in Fig. 7(b)). The synthetic route of HAp preparation in chemical solution may increase the risk of contamination of different ions. Probably due to this reason, the osteo-integration property was hampered for this type (SYN-HAp) of particles when integrated inside the animal body system.

5. Conclusions

In summary, HAp biomaterials were successfully synthesized from natural source like fish scale and through chemical precipitation method. To apply these HAp biomaterials for bone tissue
engineering, their morphology, crystallinity, and composition were evaluated. It has been observed that both the FS-HAp and SYN-HAp biomaterials are well crystalline, with stoichiometry very similar to natural HAp. The scaffolds fabricated with FS-HAp and SYN-HAp exhibit porous structure, which facilitates blood, essential body fluids, nutrients and gases to flow through it. The porous structure also helps to adhere and proliferate new bone cells throughout the scaffold. With better mechanical properties in terms of hardness, compressive stress and tensile stress, the FS-HAp scaffolds provide better substitute for traumatized hard tissue replacement. The cytotoxicity assay of synthesized FS-HAp and SYN-HAp biomaterials shows no significant toxic effect. The MTT assay of FS-HAp nanoparticles shows better cell proliferation comparing to SYN-HAp nanoparticles. The same phenomenon is also observed when FS-HAp and SYN-HAp scaffolds are studied in animal models. The healing rate for implanted FS-HAp scaffold is better and faster than SYN-HAp scaffold. In vivo histological analysis revealed new bone cells formation occurs in between the trauma region of both developed HAp scaffolds and host bone. The proliferated new cells are viable and healthy. For FS-HAp scaffold, the cells are almost covers the surgical gaps in between scaffold and host bone. The developed porous FS-HAp scaffold with excellent bioactivity is expected to be a promising load-bearing bone substitute in clinical practice.
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